
Wallace Travel Group is a private, Irish owned company. Our goal is to listen to and understand all our clients’ needs and find 

perfect travel related solutions backed with a world class service and attention to detail. 

Established 1970- (50 years ago!)

Insured for €20,000,000

“Been around long, and financially strong!”

IRELAND LUXURY VENUES AND EXPERIENCES



Wallace Travel Group DMC

Our DMC Services include:
Transfers-

• To/From Airport, Hotel & Conference Venue

• Motor-coaches, limousines and sedans

Staffing-

• Airport meet & greet

• Hospitality desk staff

• Security

• Runners

Sourcing & Programme Management -

• Hotel bedrooms

• Off Site Venues

• Entertainment 

• Theming & branding

• Event Management

• Delegate Services

• Team building activities

• Travel management (IATA Agent)

Add Ons-

• VIP programmes

• Spouse programmes

• Pre-post programmes

• CSR Initiatives



What our clients have to say

“I am delighted to provide some feedback on the recent incentive

programs Harvey Building Products had in Ireland. Having been on all 89

Harvey trip programs over 42 years I have seen a lot of great travel

experiences and this one ranks right up there with the best.

The program included 235 participants split between two stays at the

Shelbourne Hotel in Dublin with a buyout of the Dromoland Castle in

between. These two five star facilities provided us with exceptional

physical facilities, the finest dining one could imagine and a level of

service that is as good as it gets. And of course the variety of touring

opportunities that we were able to offer was wonderful. Between the

many treasures in Dublin, the great golf courses, the Cliffs of Moher, Gap

of Dunloe, Kilkenny and many other treats, there was something for every

interest.

Having said all that, it is still the warmth and energy of the Irish people that

made the country so comfortable yet exciting for our people. The Irish

people certainly lived up to their reputation for being the friendliest people

in the world.

I do want to give enormous credit to our travel partner, Docherty

Incentives and Meetings, and our DMC, Wallace Travel Group. Together

they gave us the local knowledge and creative spark that resulted in a

program that was a very special treat for each of our guests.

In the end, we judge a trip program by the effect it has on our customer’s

loyalty in choosing their source for building materials. Judging from the

comments from our customers, there is no doubt that our Ireland program

has significantly strengthened their sense of loyalty and commitment for

our products.”

Jeanie Docherty on behalf of Harvey Building Products

"Greetings Roisin, I wanted to thank you for giving us Laura for the Yamaha program. 

She is amazing and she really took great care of our group. Yamaha was very, very 

happy...THANK YOU again for such excellent service!"

Cheryl Cagle, Além International Management Inc.

"Ireland was an inspirational location for our annual sales conference. The country 

combines old-world charm and hospitality with a state-of-art infrastructure that's second 

to none. Our sales team thoroughly enjoyed getting a taste of Ireland's rich history and 

culture, while learning and bonding with colleagues and partners.

Ireland surpassed all our expectations in terms of helping us deliver a world-class event 

within budget."

Mike Tuchen, CEO Talend

Working with Wallace Travel Group has been an absolute delight. Our Project Leader, 

Louise had such a great disposition, but also her prompt responses and detailed 

working agendas assisted me in understanding every element of our large program. It 

was so easy to work with Louise during the program planning, she displayed 

confidence, true professionalism and availability! During our program operation, we 

were surprised by an unseasonable snow storm, we had to quickly change our touring 

day for 300+ people with only a moment’s notice and Louise made that process 

seamless for our attendees. The relationships Wallace has established with various 

different vendors in and around Dublin provided our group the ability to have the ideal 

Ireland trip despite the challenging weather. When dealing with an epic amount of 

luggage, Louise was unfailing in her plan to move the luggage to the airport without 

concerning the attendees. If you are considering taking a group to Ireland, you must 

look no further than Wallace Travel Group. Their tight team of industry experts will 

produce a journey to remember! Jill Davis, Enigma Marketing



Choose Ireland

•It’s our people and the warmth of our hospitality & our genuine 

sense of fun!

•It’s our world class MICE facilities, easy & affordable access and

our trademark professionalism

•It’s our history, culture and breath-taking scenery

•VAT on food in Ireland is at 13.5%. In other leading European cities it is 23% or in the UK it is 20%

•With funding from Tourism Ireland, we will host your key decision makers to a Site Inspection for up to 3 

days.

•With funding from Tourism Ireland we can use their Destination Programme Development to enhance 

your groups programme to Ireland. 

Facts about Ireland
Population- 4,733,000

Weather- The climate of Ireland is mild, moist and changeable with rainfall and a lack of temperature

extremes. Ireland's climate is defined as a temperate oceanic climate. The country receives generally

cool summers and mild winters. It is considerably warmer than other areas on its latitude, because it lies

in the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, and as a result is warmed by the North Atlantic Current all year.

Time Zone- Greenwich Meantime

Flying Time- London- 1 hour

Paris 1.5 hours

Amsterdam- 1.5hours

Barcelona- 2.5 hours

Berlin- 2.5 hours

Vienna- 3 hours

Currency- Euro



Dublin
Welcome to Dublin, a lively capital city that’s as intimate as a village and as friendly as your local Irish pub. With its seamless blend of 

classic visitor sights, excellent social scene and the natural playgrounds of Dublin Bay and the Dublin Mountains framing it on all 

sides, this laidback city is an adventure in itself. 

Want to catch some local talent? Make your way to a gig. Feeling hungry? Indulge in old Dublin favourites at The Woollen Mills. And if

you want to slow the pace a little, stroll the city's charming coastal villages like Howth or Dalkey or follow one of the Dublin Discovery

Trails to uncover the city's secrets. You see, Dublin is all about the muse behind the music, the craic (fun) of the comedy, the intimate

feel of this urban hub. And, of course, the people! Dublin has been named Europe's friendliest city twice by TripAdvisor for good

reason. So grab a pint, strike up a conversation, and settle in for the experience of a lifetime.
Facts about Dublin

Population- 1,200,000

Weather- The climate of Ireland is mild, moist and

changeable with rainfall and a lack of temperature

extremes. Ireland's climate is defined as a temperate

oceanic climate. The country receives generally cool

summers and mild winters. It is considerably warmer than

other areas on its latitude, because it lies in the

northeastern Atlantic Ocean, and as a result is warmed by

the North Atlantic Current all year.

Time Zone- Greenwich Meantime

Flying Time- Amsterdam- 1.5hours

Barcelona- 2.5 hours

Berlin- 2.5 hours

Chicago- 8 hours

London- 1 hour

New York- 7 hours

Distance from Dublin Airport to City Centre- 11km

Currency- Euro

Dublin



From the wind-whipped tip of Malin Head to the safe haven of Kinsale Harbour, wrap yourself in the

wilderness of the west coast of Ireland on the world's longest defined coastal touring route.

The Wild Atlantic Way is a sensational journey of soaring cliffs and buzzing towns and cities, of

hidden beaches and epic bays. So whether you drive it from end-to-end, or dip into it as the mood

strikes, it's going to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience.

Facts about The Wild Atlantic Way

Distance- The Wild Atlantic Way is the longest signed coastal route in the world at 2,750 km (1,700 

miles) in length with plenty side routes, loops and activities.

Nearest International Airport- Shannon International Airport

Weather- The climate of Ireland is mild, moist and changeable with rainfall and a lack of temperature

extremes. Ireland's climate is defined as a temperate oceanic climate a classification it shares with

most of northwest Europe.The country receives generally cool summers and mild winters. It is

considerably warmer than other areas on its latitude, because it lies in the northeastern Atlantic

Ocean, and as a result is warmed by the North Atlantic Current all year.

Time Zone- Greenwich Meantime

Currency- Euro

The Wild Atlantic Way



Wander through time- At first sight, Ireland’s Ancient East is carpeted by lush 

landscapes and idyllic towns, framed by the River Shannon and the Irish Sea. But this 

land is also full of secrets. Just ask the locals and the stories will spring to life...

Facts about The Wild Atlantic Way

Ireland’s Ancient East in Numbers

17 counties

5000 years of history

100s of festivals

100,000 storytellers*
*well, everyone in Ireland's Ancient East has a story to tell

Nearest International Airport- Dublin or Shannon International Airport

Weather- The climate of Ireland is mild, moist and changeable with rainfall and a lack 

of temperature extremes. Ireland's climate is defined as a temperate oceanic climate 

a classification it shares with most of northwest Europe.The country receives 

generally cool summers and mild winters. It is considerably warmer than other areas 

on its latitude, because it lies in the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, and as a result is 

warmed by the North Atlantic Current all year.

Time Zone- Greenwich Meantime

Currency- Euro

Ireland’s Ancient East



Facts about Northern Ireland

The Titanic was built in Belfast, Game of Thrones is filmed in Belfast and Northern 

Ireland is the home of Rory McIlroy, the world famous golfer, and world famous golf.

Nearest International Airport- Belfast City Airport or Belfast International Airport

Weather- The climate of Ireland is mild, moist and changeable with rainfall and a lack of 

temperature extremes. Ireland's climate is defined as a temperate oceanic climate a 

classification it shares with most of northwest Europe. The country receives generally 

cool summers and mild winters. It is considerably warmer than other areas on its 

latitude, because it lies in the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, and as a result is warmed by 

the North Atlantic Current all year.

Time Zone- Greenwich Meantime

Currency- £ sterling

We're the country that built the Titanic, has the world-famous Giant's Causeway and 

world-class golf. So what are you waiting for? 

People visit Northern Ireland for any number of reasons and many come back time and 

again once they realise just how much it has to offer. Whether you’re into culture, eating 

out or going out, tours, sporting weekends, city breaks or even just a day trip, Northern 

Ireland has got it going on. Do something out of the ordinary and do something 

extraordinary - in Northern Ireland

Belfast



Exclusive Venues/Hotels



A 30 minute transfer outside the city brings us to Luttrellstown Castle.  A delightful and charming small castle on extensive grounds.  

It was built in the 15th century as the family home of the Luttrell’s family and remained as the family home until 1800. After some 

years the celebrated Guinness family bought it and in the 1930’s Ernest Guinness gave the castle to his daughter as a wedding gift.  

It was during her time through to the 50’s that the castle developed more into a manor as she was the hostess of a great many

parties.     It closed as a private dinner venue for some years as it slowly fell into ‘soft’ decay.    Following a careful refurbishment it 

re-opened very recently for private special events.  The main salon can take 100. The Castle is exclusively a private rental Venue.

On arrival at the Castle the powerful sounds of the Irish pipes will lure you to the front door where the red carpet will be laid out.

Alternatively you can be welcomed to the Castle by a pair of majestic Irish Wolfhounds. You will be greeted by your waiters for

tonight with trays of champagne. Drinks and canapés will be served in the Grand Hall. This is the perfect location to take in the

majestic settings.

A very regal sound of a trumpeter will ring. This is your call to dinner.

As you make your way in to the elegant dining room, the chandeliers are glistening, the candelabras are flickering and very subtle

lighting all work together to really highlight the magnificence of this beautiful room. Soft gold linens on the tables and chiavari chairs

finish the room to perfection.

Luttrellstown Castle’s 12 bedrooms are also at your disposal for exclusive hire for a high end group of up to 24 guests.

Venue and Exclusive Accommodation: Luttrellstown Castle, Dublin

Min/Max Numbers: Up to 100 pax for 

dinner, up to 24 pax in 12 double 

bedrooms for overnight stays

Travel time from Dublin Airport: 20 mins 

Exclusive/Non exclusive: Available 

exclusively as a venue or overnight

Entertainment Suggestion: Traditional 

bag pipers and Irish Wolfhounds to 

welcome guests, Celtic harpist, Affiniti 

or the Key Notes to entertain during 

dinner 



Ballywalter Park has been the home of the family for over 150 years and it is still very much a private house, whose fabric and 
contents continue to evolve, as they have, over time, according to the tastes and whims of the incumbent members of the Mulholland 
family.

Lord and Lady Dunleath kindly open their home to incentive groups for dinners, lunches, receptions, small meetings and occasionally, 
accommodation for small groups.

Lord & Lady Dunleath pride themselves in their philosophy of preparing all food in-house, using only the freshest ingredients sourced 
from the Ballywalter Park Estate and from the Walled Garden, and with meats carefully selected from a local butcher and fish and 
shellfish sourced directly from the nearby fishing port of Portavogie and from Strangford Lough. The Ballywalter Park shoot ensures a 
plentiful supply of game in season.

Venue and Exclusive Accommodation: Ballywalter Estate, Northern Ireland 

Exclusive/Non-exclusive: Exclusive –

this is a family home, so all events 

are hosted by the Lord and Lady 

Dunleath

Transfer distance from Belfast: 30 

mins

Numbers: up to 100 pax for a dinner, 

up to 24 pax in double rooms for 

overnight accommodation



Ard na Sidhe Country House Hotel is a charming 18 bedroom lake hotel in Kerry, in the southwest of Ireland, built by Lady Gordon in 1913. This luxurious country manor house is 
beautifully situated on the shores of Caragh Lake, Killorglin on the scenic Ring of Kerry. It is one of the leading country house luxury hotels that county Kerry has to offer. An 
ambience of graceful elegance is combined with modern comforts while retaining an old world enchantment with our collection of antique furnishings and paintings. 

A country house escape on the edge of Killarney town, Ard na Sidhe offers pure relaxation for your guests.

Hotel and Exclusive Venue: Ard na Sidhe Country House, 5* Killarney, Co. Kerry



When you arrive at Adare Manor, that moment of recognition is mutual. It’s your drink the way you like it and the best seat by the fire. It’s the feeling that everything is possible and 
the knowledge that nothing is left to chance.

A cherished heritage of hospitality has been distilled into the spirit of welcome you feel within these walls. Adare Manor was a labour of love from the very start, created 
to delight, astonish and impress. That legacy is vividly alive in the manor house itself: sumptuously restored, brimming with gothic splendor, and perfectly appointed in every detail. 
It is reflected by a world-class staff whose personalised, intimate service centres you in the heart of the home.

As you roam the 840 acres of pristine parkland, play your way through the magnificent golf course, and sound the depths of relaxation in the spa, you will start to understand the 
soul of Adare Manor. It’s prestige without pretense and magic without nonsense.

Number of Bedrooms: 104

HOTEL: Adare Manor, 5* Co. Limerick



Adare Manor, 5*



Dromoland Castle is one of Ireland’s premier 5* resorts and a member of Preferred Hotels.  Nestled in the heart of County Clare, 15 minutes from Shannon Airport and 2 hours 
from Dublin airport, the ancestral home of the O’Brien family boasts a stunning castle property, golf course, lake, health and fitness centre and much more.  

Perfect for incentives, meetings and conferencing, the Castle offers the Brian Boru Hall, with it’s atmospheric period feel and minstrel’s gallery, as meetings or banqueting space.  
The estate itself offers a myriad of activities including falconry, horse riding, fishing, golf, walking, cycling and running trails.

The Earl of Thomond restaurant offers the finest of silver service dining, while the snug cocktail bar has local Irish singers entertaining guests by night.  The Castle is also the 
gateway to the Wild Atlantic Way, being but a short transfer to Bunratty Castle and Folk Park, the Cliffs of Moher, the Burren, Limerick City, and all of the wild beauty of the Atlantic 
coastline.

Number of Bedrooms: 98

HOTEL: Dromoland Castle, 5* Co. Clare



Dromoland Castle, 5*



For centuries Ashford Castle has overlooked the shores of Lough Corrib, as one of Ireland's most magnificent castles and one of the most luxurious resort hotels in the world.

Ashford Castle has stood the test of time well, inside the castle's imposing structure, Ashford's richly decorated interior speaks of centuries of care and excellent craftsmanship. Wonderful oak 
panelling, exquisite antiquities and fine antique furnishings adorn the many nooks and crannies, and the leisurely drawing room and refined Prince of Wales Cocktail Bar.

Ashford Castle's luxury accommodations are hugely spacious and all individually designed, with elegant period furnishings, sumptuous marble bathrooms and all the comforts of gracious living. 
Each bedroom commands fantastic views either across the graceful gardens, the flowing river or the wide waters of Lough Corrib. Dining at Ashford Castle is a world-renowned culinary 
experience. The George V Room offers elegant dining amid period decor with a world-class menu of modern Irish and International cuisine. For a more traditional and casual dining experience, 
Cullen's Cottage is located on the grounds, less than a 2 minute walk from the castle.

Evening entertainment is provided in the atmospheric Dungeon Bar with resident entertainers providing traditional Irish music, ballads, poetry and storytelling.

Ashford Castle offers a huge range of activities, from walks within the 350 acre estate, golfing on Ashford's 9-hole course, to fishing for trout and salmon on Lough Corrib and lake cruises.

Number of Bedrooms: 82

Ashford Castle,  5* Galway



Luxury Experiences



Helicopter Flight over the Cliffs of Moher and the Burren, Co. Clare

For a breathtaking introduction to the Wild Atlantic Way, take a private helicopter flight from Adare Manor out over the Cliffs of Moher and the Burren.  The Cliffs of Moher are the 
highest sea cliffs in Europe, and the most dramatic way to see them is from the sky!   Just inland from the cliffs, lies the Burren.  A stretch of karst landscape, made up of limestone 
pavement, this dramatic region offers a stark contrast to the emerald green of the surround areas and it’s full glory can only be appreciated from the skies.



Secret Ireland Escapes provides all inclusive day-tours taking your clients on a luxury adventure with a refreshing range of experiences and extraordinary private properties. 

Our Guests experience many elements from art, architecture, castles and heritage, to culture, music, crafts and a diverse range of locally sourced artisan food and drink tastings. 

Combine this with meeting many local personalities, often in their very own extraordinary homes and your day with Secret Ireland Escapes will be etched in your memory for 

years to come. Further enhance your experience and choose from one of our many unique modes of transport such as a luxury yacht, vintage cars or helicopter!

With Mark as your guide, there is no limit to the places you can visit – with a number of options for entertainment, food and activities at each location, Mark will create a bespoke 

itinerary for you to fit your group.  

Each diverse location that Mark offers something unique, be it a castle on a private island in the middle of a lake, an 18th century hunter’s lodge, a glass fronted lake house with 

views of the rolling hills on the lakeshore, echoed by the pieces of modern art inside the house…  Your clients are sure to be wowed by not only the experience, but the unique 

hospitality of being invited into private homes and sharing in aspects of Irish culture with real Irish people.

FULL DAY TOUR: Secret Ireland Escapes, Co. Limerick



FULL DAY TOUR: The Garden of Ireland Tour – with a twist! Go Team Treasure Hunt in the Wicklow Mountains

The County of Wicklow, located just 16 miles south of Dublin is known as The Garden of Ireland. The area is famed for its many beautiful formal gardens including Avondale, 

Powerscourt and Mount Usher, and for its stunning and epic landscape. Popular films such as Brave Heart and Excalibur were filmed in the area, which is also home to Ireland’s 

famous Ardmore Film Studios. The County of Wicklow is beloved by hikers and there are many beautiful trails of various degrees through the mountains. Wicklow is also home to 

Glendalough, the ancient monastic settlement founded by St. Kevin and is open to visitors year round.  Today, you will experience the wonder of the Wicklow National Park and 

it’s glorious sights, on an interactive treasure hunt – and you’re the driver!

The group will be split into teams of 4, and each team will have their own ipad and Nissan Qashqai – either with a driver, or on your own. Use the iPad to follow clues as you 

drive through Mountain Passes and filming locations, stopping on the way to visit the Glendalough monastery and Powerscourt Gardens.  Meet with locals, tackle some fun 

challenges and make amazing memories along the way!



Our Art & Cakes Tour takes you on a wonderful visit where you will see the National Gallery of Ireland’s art collection through the eyes of our amazing guide Cathy Roche.

Followed by this wonderful tour you will visit the Merrion Hotel for their Art Tea.

National Gallery of Ireland Tour

A light, entertaining and interactive tour where you will gain a new insight into art and develop the skills to identify for yourself what you like and why! Better still, you will leave

with the confidence and a framework of knowledge that sets you up to enjoy future art viewing in any gallery in the world. This tour is an introduction to the world of art. Cathy

uses a unique chronological order and style to chart the development of art up to and including modern art - effectively a ‘crash course’ in the history of art.

Followed by Art Tea at the Merrion Hotel

We think our art collection is good enough to eat...

‘Art Tea’ at The Merrion 5 star hotel is the most lavish afternoon tea in Dublin. Treat yourself to a slice of 19th- or 20th-century art served on fine china with miniature sweet

creations inspired by the work of J.B Yeats, William Scott, Louis Le Brocquy and others.

The gracious surroundings of The Merrion’s Drawing Rooms are the perfect place to relax for an afternoon with a selection of delectable treats, accompanied by teas and

coffees selected by our in-house tea masters and barista, while browsing through a complimentary copy of The Merrion art collection catalogue.

½ DAY TOUR: The Art & Cakes Tour, Dublin



The Whiskey Makers experience is a whiskey masterclass which provides a 90minute, in-depth exploration of the three whiskeys that make up the Whiskey Makers Series: 
Distillers Safe, Coopers Croze and Blenders Dog. Each was developed by one of the Jameson Master Whiskey Makers and represents their ideal expression of a whiskey. 

One of the knowledgeable Jameson Ambassadors will teach you how to deconstruct the ingredients, craft and differentiate flavour profiles of each whiskey. Your new-found 
knowledge will come in handy when you get to blend your own whiskey to bring home. The experience culminates with a visit to the Maturation Warehouse where you’ll learn 
about the Angel’s Share and get the rate opportunity to taste whiskey straight from a Jameson cask. 

Your options: 
Inclusions: a fully hosted masterclass including a tasting of 4 different whiskeys over 90 minutes. An intimate experience with only 16 participants in the Makers Room. A 
Blending exercise where you will take home your own Bow St. Whiskey Blend, a visit to the Bow St. Maturation Warehouse including a sample from the cask. 

½ DAY TOUR: Jameson Distillery Bow St. Whiskey Makers Experience, Dublin



Wow Evening Venues



Christ Church Cathedral is almost 1000 years old - originally a Viking Church, it overlooks what would have been the Viking settlement at Wood Quay. The stone church was 

founded by King Sitric around 1034. It is an Anglican cathedral. The history of Christ Church Cathedral reflects the history, both religious and political, of Ireland. The Cathedral 

Crypt is one of the largest in the UK and Ireland, dating back to the 12th Century, it is the oldest building in continuous use in Dublin.

Gala Dinner in Nave

With its soaring ceilings, stunning floor tiles, magnificent stained glass and impressive gothic architecture, Christ Church Cathedral is a stunning venue for an important Gala 

Dinner. The cathedral choir can be part of the pre or post dinner entertainment. Irish artists who have also performed in this prestigious venue include Clannad and the 

Dubliners. Capacity is 210 pax ( central section of the Nave) or 350 pax full capacity for dinner.

EVENING: Christchurch Cathedral, Dublin



Christ Church Cathedral is almost 1000 years old - originally a Viking Church, it overlooks what would have been the Viking settlement at Wood Quay. The stone church was 

founded by King Sitric around 1034. It is an Anglican cathedral. The history of Christ Church Cathedral reflects the history, both religious and political, of Ireland. The Cathedral 

Crypt is one of the largest in the UK and Ireland, dating back to the 12th Century, it is the oldest building in continuous use in Dublin. Tonight enjoy dinner in this amazing venue.

EVENING: The Crypt at Christchurch Cathedral, Dublin



The Stephen's Green Hibernian Club, Ireland's Premier Private Member's Club, now celebrating over 170 years, is situated in the heart of Dublin City Centre in a beautiful 18th 

Century building on Stephen's Green. It first opened its doors in 1840 as the Stephen's Green Club and has early associations with Daniel O’Connell, the Great Emancipator. 

Now, the Club offers a unique venue for your events, from private dining for small groups to larger gala events for up to 100 people.  You can be certain of first class service and 

an old world charm in this most beautifully maintained Georgian club.  With a selection of rooms from the main dining room, to the wood panelled card room, the cosy private bar 

and even the garden for those sunny summer evenings, the Club can cater for any exclusive event.

EVENING: Stephen’s Green Hibernian Club, Dublin



Stephen’s Green Hibernian Club



On arrival to this is not only one of the most iconic buildings in Ireland, it is also one of the most iconic buildings in the world. The Storehouse is home to “the black stuff”. No trip to 

Dublin is complete without a trip to Guinness, and tonight you will experience the Storehouse like no other. 

The Guinness Storehouse impressive, industrial building you will be greeted by a Guinness host. The shop will remain open where you can buy exclusive Guinness gifts. You will 

walk through the process of how Guinness is made and end up on the 3rd floor for a cocktail reception. Drinks will take place in the newly refurbished Academy Bar. We then 

continue to the top of this iconic building - Gravity Bar. 

Gravity bar is a 360 degree room with floor to ceiling glass walls throughout. The best views of Dublin are found here. Guinness have only recently started hosting plated dinners 

in Gravity Bar. This certainly is one of Ireland’s most impressive venues and will take your breath away. The food at Guinness is also first class.

EVENING: Gravity at The Guinness Storehouse



The majestic 15th century Bunratty Castle offers much more than first meets the eye, open daily for guided tours of the keep, the castle is transformed by night for private 
events, ideal for corporate and incentive dinners with a twist! 

Join the Earl of Thomond for a glorious banquet as a kilted piper plays a tune of welcome. Upon entering the Great Hall resplendent with tapestries and furniture of the 16th 
Century, savour a goblet of Mead while mingling with the Ladies of the Castle. The Castle’s history is related followed by a medieval Madrigal.  Witness the crowning of the Earl 
& Lady before descending to the Banquet Hall where bench seating, candle-light and long oak tables reflect the Banqueting style of the medieval era. While partaking of a 
sumptuous four course dinner with fine wines, delight to the dulcet tones of the Ladies of the Castle accompanied by Irish Harp and Fiddle. The 35 minute spectacle which 
follows dinner is a superb selection of Irish medieval and traditional songs and instrumental music. 

Bunratty Banqueting Evening, Shannon, Co. Limerick



Notes on your proposal
•Nothing has been held yet; unless otherwise stated in the proposal.

•Please see the cost sheet in the separate document

•Please let me know if you wish to make a provisional or confirmed booking.

•Rates include VAT and service charge and are non-commissionable.

•Please note drinks are not included and charged for on consumption. Budget EUR 20 pp to include ½ bottle of wine & water pp.

•Gratuities for driver & guide are not included and at your discretion.

•We reserve the right to re-quote in the event of increase in any costs globally recognised as having substantially increased more than the rate of inflation (e.g. fuel).

•Any increases in tax will be passed onto the client.

About Wallace Travel Group
From start to finish we are at your side with full support to your Trip Directors. From smiling welcome at the airport, at the hospitality desk, fully participating in the pre-con with the hotel, advancing every venue to

post-con with the hotel and our own post-con with you, to final reconciliation of on-the-spot extras we will be at your side.

We hope that you will find our ideas exciting and our pricing competitive. Please consider your entertainment and program enhancement budgets and let us work within those budgets to maximize this wonderful

opportunity for a unique Ireland Experience with you.

If you would like us to put together a little teaser for your group before the group arrives in Ireland to get them even more excited about the trip we would be delighted to do this and mail it to all involved. Ultimately our

goal is to make this trip very memorable… and it’s what we are good at doing!

Kind regards,

Elina Pranevska
Project Leader Incentive & Events

Phone: +353-1-8347888
Mobile: +353-86-6024004
E-mail : elina@wtg.ie
www.wallacetravelgroup.com 


